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Getting started
Apart from providing an insight into your pension, mijn.nn Financial Future
also lets your get started yourself
You can manage your financial profile yourself by supplementing or changing
expected sources of income and by indicating expected expenditures. The links
to mijnpensioenoverzicht.nl and Nibud make this easy and convenient to do.
You can also play around with your choices and see what your options are
for accruing additional pension, for example. And whether you may be able
to retire early.

Adjusting or supplementing your expected expenses
1

We will already have calculated your expected pension when you log in for the first
time based on your current pension scheme and your Dutch state pension (AOW).
But you have probably already accrued pension at other employers. Or perhaps you
have taken steps yourself to accrue additional pension. These are easily added.
Adding another pensions
Via My expected income and then Add and manage
income, you can add other pensions (including other
Nationale-Nederlanden pensions not yet listed in
mijn.nn Financial Future). You can do this easily via
a link to mijnpensioenoverzicht.nl (via your desktop
computer) or manually. These pensions will be
immediately displayed in My overview.
N.B.: the amounts via mijnpensioenoverzicht.nl
are static. If you want to check your full pension
entitlements again after a year, for example, we
recommend that you again add your other pensions
via mijnpensioenoverzicht.nl. Any pensions already
added will then be automatically copied. This allows us
to avoid a situation where pensions are listed twice in
mijn.nn Financial Future.
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Adding other expected sources of income
You can easily add other sources of income via Adding and managing
sources of income. These pensions will be immediately displayed in
My overview.

Adjusting or supplementing necessary sources of income
2

We normally calculate your necessary sources of income using 70% of your current
income. This can yield an excellent estimate. But there are also other ways to enter
or supplement your necessary sources of income. Nibud has a convenient tool, or you
can enter a fixed amount yourself. This amount will also be immediately displayed in
My overview.
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Making choices based on your financial profile
3

With the insight into your financial profile ( expected income and
required income), you can orientate yourself on the
follow-up possibilities.
If you have enough left over, you may be able to retire earlier. But perhaps you
have more need to build up more pension.
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Making choices for the accrual of your pension
4
Setting your risk profile
Because we invest your pension money, you run an investment risk.
But it is important that we invest for your pension in a manner that
is aligned with your wishes and options. This is why you decide how
much risk you find suitable with our risk profiler. Doing so means you
know how much risk you can incur with your pension. And how much
risk you wish to incur. We recommend that you use an investment
approach that reflects your risk profile. But you can also make
another choice.
If you would like to know which risk profile suits you, complete the
risk profiler. You can find this via Manage investments.
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Adjusting your investment choices
You have an investment-linked pension with Nationale-Nederlanden,
which means that we invest your pension money for you. Although
we do the investing, you decide how we invest. If you make no
choice, we will invest in the manner chosen by your employer.
If you have completed the risk profiler, you will know your risk
profile. This can be useful in determining your investment choices.
You can change your investment choices via the tile Investment
choices & risk profile. Or via Direct to Investment choices.
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5Applying for the (variable) benefit of Nationale-Nederlanden

Of course you can also have your pension paid out by Nationale-Nederlanden.
We have a fixed benefit and a variable benefit. You can find out more via the
Near retirement tile. A year before you retire, you will have access to the application
of the Persoonlijke Pensioenuitkering.

Transferring the value of previous pensions to your current pension
6
scheme (value transfer of pension rights)

3686-40.2201

If you change jobs, this may affect your pension. You are often not just changing
jobs, but probably also pension providers (fund or insurer). You will then have the
opportunity to merge your pension assets in the new pension scheme. This is referred
to as value transfer of pension rights. You can go to Value transfer (Dutch only) via
the Direct to menu at the top.
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